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Established 1981

[39581] Abbe, Elfirede. The fern 
herbal, including the Ferns, the 
horsetails and the Club mosses. 
Ithaca: Comstock Publishing, 
(1985 reprint). Quarto, 103 pp., 
illustrations. Publisher’s quarter 
cloth and decorated boards, 
bookplate, a very good copy.  $50 

[17244] Anderson, C., editor. The Australian Museum 
Magazine. Sydney: The Australian Museum, 1921- 1995. 
Quarto, 25 volumes. Mixed binder’s cloth with 
volumes 21, 24 and 25 unbound. A very good set.   
 $1,200 

[40012] Black, J. M. Flora of South Australia, four 
parts [complete]. Adelaide: Government Printer, 
(1960-1967. second edition). Octavo, 1008 pp., text 
illustrations. Binder’s cloth, some wear.  $80 

[40032] Blake, S. T. et al Contributions from the 
Queensland Herbarium, numbers 1-19. Brisbane: 
Queensland Herbarium, 1968- 1975. Quarto, text 
illustrations. Publisher’s printed wrappers, a very good 
set.  $150 

[17659] Calaby J H; editor. 
Australian Mammalogy: 
journal of the Australian 
Mammal Society. Canberra: 
Australian Mammal Society, 
1972-1992. 15 volumes, a fine 
run in red binder’s cloth.  $750 

[40008] Cazort, Mimi. Mr Jackson’s mushrooms. 
Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 1979. Quarto, 
161 pp., 42 colour plates, bookplate, fine copy in 
dustwrapper.  $80 

[39848] Cooper, Roy P., 
editor. The Australian Bird 
Watcher, volumes 1-16. 
Melbourne: Bird Observers 
Club, 1959-1997. Octavo, 16 
volumes; first two volumes in 
original wrappers, remaining 
volumes in seven volumes of 
binder’s cloth.  $500 

[5790] Cotton, Bernard C. and 
Frank K. Godfrey. The molluscs 
of South Australia. Adelaide: 
Government Printer, 1938-1940. 
Octavo, two volumes. 600 pp., 
photographs and diagrams.  $60 

Part one: The Pelecypoda. Part two: Scaphopoda, Cephalopoda, 
Aplacophora and Crepipoda. 

[39882] Cox, J. Murray. A cultural table of 
orchidaceous plants. Sydney: The Shepherd Press, 1946. 
Quarto, 378 pp., photographs, a very good copy. $60 

[39780] Darwin, Charles. Journal of 
researches into the natural history and 
geology of the countries visited during 
the voyage of H. M. S. Beagle round the 
world, under the command of Capt. 
Fitz Roy. London: John Murray, 1884. 
Octavo, 615 pp. Publisher’s green cloth, 
bookplate, a fine crisp copy.  $400 
Sixteenth Thousand. Freeman 41. 

[39781] Darwin, Charles. The descent of man, and 
selection in relation to sex. London: John Murray, (1885 
second edition). Octavo, 693 pp. Publisher’s cloth, 
machine defective preface leaf, otherwise a fine crisp 
copy.  $300 

Nineteenth thousand, Freeman 959. 

[39948] Darwin, Charles. The variation of animals 
and plants under domestication, edited by Francis 
Darwin. London: John Murray, 1905. Octavo, two 
volumes, 1171 pp. Publisher’s cloth, some flecking.   
 $100 

[1786] Fitzgerald, Robert David. 
Australian orchids [facsimile]. 
Melbourne: Lansdowne Editions, 
1977. Folio, 
two volumes, 
colour plates. 
Publisher’s 
quarter green 
morocco with 

gilt decorations, green calf boards, limited to 350 
copies numbered and signed by the author’s grandson, 
fine set.  $950 

A SElECTion oF voluMES FRoM 
THE CATAloGuE oF BiRDS in THE 
BRiTiSH MuSEuM

For more information on the contents of each 
volume please go to our website. All volumes 
are in the publisher’s cloth, mostly with some 
wear and each has a sticker on spine and library 
pocket on lower paste-down, but no library 
stamps.

THESE vOluMES ARE AvAIlABlE FOR InDIvIDuAl SAlE:

[39792] Gadow, Hans. volume 
eight.          $250  
 
[39807] Hargitt, Edward. volume 
15.  $800 

[39814] ogilvie-Grant, W. R. 
volume 22.  $600  
 
[39816] Salvadori, T. volume 27.   

 $250  
 
[39817] Salvin, osbert and Ernst Hartert. volume 
16.  $400 

[39808] Sclater, P. l. and G. E. Shelley. volume 19.  
 $650  
 
[39794] Sclater, Philip lutley. volume eleven.   
 $400

[39805] Sclater, Philip lutley. volume 14.  $400  
 
[39806] Sclater, Philip lutley. volume 15.  $400 

[39789] Seebohm, Henry. volume five.  $350 

 [9255] Sharpe, R. Bowdler and W. R. ogilvie 
Grant. volume 27.  $500 

[39788] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume four.  $350 

[39791] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume seven.  $350 

[39793] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume ten.  $350 

[39795] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume twelve.   
 $450

[39797] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume 13.  $400  
 
[39815] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume 18.  $350

[15572] Sharpe, R. Bowdler. volume 24  $350 
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[39683] Geurtjens, H. Op zoek naar oermenschen. 
Roermond-Maaseik: JJ Roman and Zone, [1934]. Octavo, 
two volumes, 150 pp., black and white photographs, 
text illustrations.  $300 

[39917] 
Hampson, 
George F. 
Catalogue 
of the 
lepidoptera 

Phalaenae in the British Museum [lacking the first 
two volumes]. London: British Museum (Natural 
History), 1901-1920. Octavo, volumes 3-13 plus two 
supplementary volumes, with the separately issued 
chromolithographic plates (in printed wrappers) 
for each volume. Publisher’s cloth, a few stamps, 
otherwise a fine set.  $1,500 

[39876] Hickson, Sydney J. A 
naturalist in the north Celebes. A 
narrative of travels in Minahass, The 
Sangir and Talaut Islands, with notices 
of the fauna, flora and ethnology 
of the districts visited. London: John 
Murray, 1889. 
Octavo, 392 
pp., coloured 

frontispiece. Contemporary half 
calf and marbled boards, ex-
library with stamps, bookplates, 
contents grubby.              $150 

 [2824] Jackson, C. E. Bird illustrators: some artists in 
early lithography. London: H. F. and G. Witherby, 1975. 
large octavo, 133 pp., colour plates, inscription, very 
good in dustwrapper.  $80 

[39700] Kinberg, J. G. H. Monographiae zootomicae. 
Berlin: W K Gleerup, 1849. Octavo, 102 pp., publisher’s 
printed wrappers, some foxing.  $50 

[4756] l’Hertier de Brutelle, 
Charles-louis. Sertum Anglicum 
1788: facsimile with critical studies 
and a translation. Pittsburgh: The 
Hunt Botanical Library, (1963 
facsimile). Quarto, uncoloured plates. 
Publisher’s marbled paper covered 
boards, a very good copy.  $60 
Plate 20 is Eucalyptus obliqua, the first 

description of the genus Eucalyptus from a specimen collected on 
Cook’s third voyage at Bruny Island,Tasmania. 

[4278] McCubbin, Charles. Australian butterflies. 
Melbourne: Nelson, 1971. Small folio, 206 pp., colour 
illustrations by the author, tape marks, dustwrapper. $50 

[39692] Meek, A. S. A naturalist in cannibal land. 
London: T. Fisher Unwin (1913 reprint). Octavo, 
238 pp., black and white photographs, bookplate. 
Handsome publisher’s cloth, slight wear, bumped 
corners.  $100 

[40026] Moore, Thomas. Index Filicum: a synopsis, 
with characters, of the genera, and an enumeration of 
the species. London: William Pamplin, 1857. Octavo, 
396 pp., 84 uncoloured plates. Binder’s cloth, 
wrappers retained, foxing throughout, part 19 in 
photocopy.  $300 

This copy has the following pencil note; “This series was missing 
part 19 p. 361-372 and plates 73-78. They were photocopied by 
Anna Hallett on to archival paper from the copy held in the library 
of the Royal Botanic Gardens and National Herbarium Sydney and 
bound by J. A. Martyn ... 1989” 

[40010] Mueller, Ferdinand 
von. Key to the system of 
victorian plants, two volumes 
(text and plates). Melbourne: 
Government Printer, 1887-1888. 
Octavo, 712 pp., 152 uncoloured 
plates. Publisher’s printed 
wrappers, some wear.  $150 

[40041] Mueller, Ferdinand von. Select extra-
tropical plants readily eligible for industrial culture 
or naturalisation, with indications of their native 
countries and some of their uses. Melbourne: 
Government Printer, (1888 seventh edition). Octavo, 594 
pp., publisher’s printed wrappers, inscribed by the 
author.  $100 

[20564] national Photographic 
index. Parrots and pigeons of 
Australia. Sydney: Angus and 
Robertson, 1992. Quarto, 318 pp., 
colour photographs, fine copy in 
fine dustwrapper.                 $450 

[9159] national Photographic 
index. Finches, bowerbirds and other passerines 
of Australia. Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1996. 
Quarto, 302 pp., colour photographs, fine copy in 
dustwrapper.  $200 

[39955] nicholls, W. H. Orchids of 
Australia, drawn in natural colour 
by W. H. nicholls 
with descriptive text. 
Melbourne: Georgian 
House, 1951-1958. Small 
folio, 72 colour plates by 
the author. Publisher’s 
quarter calf and linen 
covered boards, limited 

to 1030 numbered sets.                $200 

[39707] oliver, Pasfield, editor. The voyages made by 
the Sixer D. B. to the islands Dauphine or Madagascar 
and Bourbon or Mascarene in the years 1669.70.71. 
and 72. London: David Nutt, 1897. Octavo, 160 pp., 
photographs and uncoloured plates. Publisher’s 
decorated cloth, a very good copy.  $600 

[7576] Palmer, A. H. The life of Joseph Wolf, animal 
painter. London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1895. 
Octavo, 328 pp., frontispiece, uncoloured plates. 
Publisher’s cloth, small tear to top of spine, owner’s 
inscription, bookplates, scarce.  $200 

[39605] Parker, T. Jeffrey. 
Observations on the anatomy and 
development of Apteryx. London: 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society, 1891. Quarto, 25-134 pp., 16 
lithographed plates, mostly coloured. 
Publisher’s wrappers, chipped and 
detached.  $450 

[40020] Payer, M. et al. Flower inflorescence [a 
collection of 14 papers]. Paris: Annales des Science 
Naturelle, 1852-1869. Octavo, uncoloured plates. 
Binder’s cloth, the university of Melbourne library 
embossed stamp on cover (from the library of Dennis 
Carr), some foxing but a handsome collection of 
interesting papers, mainly French.  $200 

[3126] Serventy, 
vincent and Robert 
Raymond. Australia’s 
wildlife heritage [with 
the second series]. 
Sydney: Paul Hamlyn, 
1973-1983. Quarto, 14 

volumes, 3360, 3584 pp., photographs. Binder’s cloth 
(red for the first series, brown for the second series) a 
fine set.  $300 

[30711] Shufeldt, R. W. The myology 
of the Raven (Corvus corax sinuatus). 
A guide to the study of the muscular 
system in birds. London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1890. Octavo, 343 pp., text 
illustrations. Publisher’s cloth, a few 
spots.  $60 

[39696] Stefansson, vilhjalmur. The adventure of 
Wrangel Island. London: Jonathan Cape, 1926. Octavo, 
416 pp., photographs, folding map, dustwrapper.  $250 

First published New York 1925. 

[39671] Waterhouse, G.R. A natural 
history of the Mammalia: volume one 
containing the order Marsupiata, or 
pouched animals. London: Hippolyte 
Balliere, 1846. Octavo, 553 pp., 22 
lithographed plates 
(eleven handcoloured), 
text illustrations. Modern 
full polished morocco 

with coloured label, the uncoloured 
plates badly oxidised and chipped, the 
coloured plates in good condition, the 
copy of Ronald Strahan, scarce.      $600 

A classic early study devoted primarily to Australian marsupials. A 
second volume on rodents was published 1848. 

[1329] Wheeler, Alwyne. Catalogue 
of the natural history drawings 
commissioned by Joseph Banks on 
the Endeavour voyage 1768-1771 
held in the British Museum (natural 
History). Part three: Zoology. London: 
British Museum (Natural History), 
1986. Octavo, 171 pp., uncoloured 

plates, publisher’s printed wrappers.  $80 

[39996] Williams, W. D, editor. 
Australian Society for limnology, 
Bulletins 1-6. Melbourne: Australian 
Society for Limnology, 1969-1975. 227 
pp., text illustrations. Binder’s cloth, the 
editor’s copy with his dated signature. 
                                                       $100 

[40019] Willis, J. J., editor. Muelleria: 
an Australian journal of botany 
(volumes 1-3]. Melbourne: National 
Herbarium of Victoria, 1955-1990. 
Octavo, three volumes, binder’s cloth.  
$200 

[35487] Withers, Thomas Henry. 
Catalogue of the fossil Cirripedia in 
the Department of Geology. London: 
British Museum (Natural History), 
1928. Octavo, two volumes, 364 
pp., twelve photographic plates. 
Publisher’s cloth, library stamp of the 
Royal Society of victoria on the title 
page, otherwise a fine set.        $300 

Volume one: Triassic and Jurassic. Volume 
two: Cretaceous. 

[39656] Woodward, B. B. Catalogue 
of the British species of Pisidium 
(recent and fossil) in the collection 
of the British Museum (natural 
History), with notes of those of 
western Europe. London: British 
Museum (Natural History), 1913. 
Octavo, 144 pp., 30 photographic 
plates. Publisher’s cloth, library 
stamps of the Royal Society of 

victoria, otherwise a very good copy.  $100 
BM (NH) Supplement p. 1454. 

[3573] Yapp, Brunsdon. 
Birds in medieval 
manuscripts. London: British 
Library, 1981. Octavo, 190 pp., 
illustrations, very good copy 
in dustwrapper.           $50 


